Transforming Asia’s Largest Waste Into a Clean Air & Climate Solution
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PROBLEM

- Rice Emissions

more than the entire Global Aviation Industry
PROBLEM

- Straw Burning / Rotting
PROBLEM

- High stubble
- Stranded in flooded fields
OUR SOLUTION

Ankle-high ‘5-in-1’ Harvester

Knee-high Normal Harvester
OUR SOLUTION

WORLD FIRST
‘5-in-1’ harvester

✓ Pat. Pending
BUSINESS MODEL

3,000ha = £1.2M/Yr

Gold Standard

£1.2M/Yr

Carbon Credits

£2.4M/Yr

Straw Sale (Energy)

Harvesting Service

Straw (year 2+)

Ash / Char

SL AGRI TECH CORPORATION

"Agri-Technology for Mankind"

MARIWASA

Uncompromising Quality
Rice Harvesting $= £0.5bn
Carbon Credits $= £0.5bn
Straw Sale $= £1bn

$= £2bn

Philippines = 3% of Global Market (£66bn)
Health Benefits: $21 BILLION
CLIMATE IMPACT

Million tonnes CO2e per year (Nature 2018)

50+% Reduction!
“This harvester is different from the conventional ones: it helps us to prepare the land more easily than before. I would recommend this (service) to other farmers.” – Aling Maria

This should be shared to - and adopted by - the Filipino farmers to improve the agricultural livelihood in the Philippines

FARMER IMPACTS
There are more people living inside this circle than outside of it.